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There have been quite a few updates since our last newsletter. In August,
I had the opportunity to travel to Austin to visit the meeting venue,
explore the city and meet with representatives from the Visitors and
Convention Bureau. Austin is a great city with many things to do,
and hopefully we’ll have a chance to hold our meeting in Austin at a
future date. In the end, however, due to issues beyond our control with
our contracted hotel and the lack of acceptable alternative hotels in
downtown Austin, we had to move our 2023 annual meeting to Salt
Lake City. Fortunately, we were able to move our meeting to the same
Marriott we had originally scheduled to hold our 2020 meeting.
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From everything I’ve read, June is a great time to visit Salt Lake City!
The temperature, in the 70s to low 90s, is ideal for visiting the many
gardens and parks in Salt Lake City, including the University of Utah’s
Red Butte Gardens, the Ashton Gardens at Thanksgiving Point (home
to the largest manmade waterfall in the Western Hemisphere), and
the Tracy Aviary and Botanical Garden and indoor rainforest. Within a
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Dear AAOMP Fellows and Members:
Once again, it’s a pleasure to Introduce this AAOMP newsletter. A
sincere thank you to Karen for putting this all together!
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President’s message - continued from page 1

few miles of the city, there are many additional outdoor
experiences to take advantage of, including hiking and
mountain biking.

As previously mentioned, Executive council has added
two additional meetings a year to supplement the
interim and main council meetings in order to allow
council to more expeditiously address any issues that
may arise between our biannual council meetings. Our
first “interim-interim” council meeting was held July 21,
2022. Discussions focused primarily on updates to the
annual meeting duration and schedule, as mentioned
above. Our mid-year interim council meeting is
scheduled for Saturday Dec. 3, 2022. If you have any
suggestions for possible agenda items or questions,
please don’t hesitate to reach out to me.

Due to room availability, the conference date has shifted
back by 1-day, Sunday through Wednesday. You’ll
notice that despite starting a day later, the meeting
still ends on Wednesday. This reflects a change to our
meeting implemented prior to the move to Salt Lake
City. Specifically, AAOMP council, supported by the
Education committee, had already decided to shorten
the program duration by 1 day while keeping the number
of CE hours unchanged. Several other exciting updates
are being made to the meeting format. Stay tuned for
more details!

A reminder to early career members that our academy
offers an annual Research Grant Program for “earlycareer” investigators of up to $10,000 to support research
in the field of oral and maxillofacial pathology. Please
see the recent email that was sent out from the AAOMP
and the Research and Scientific Affairs committee about
this opportunity.

Ms. Lisa Mikita, our executive director, recently left
Coach Marketing/AMS, the management company
that AAOMP contracts with to manage the day-today operations of our academy, for another position.
Callie Elmore, President, Coach Marketing/AMS, is
directing the search for a new Executive Director. Raj
Gopalakrishnan, Kurt Summersgill, Darren Cox and I
recently had the opportunity to meet with the finalists
for this position and an announcement is expected very
shortly. I’d like to take the opportunity to thank Lisa
for all she did for our academy over these past several
years and wish her the best in her new position. A
special thank you to Karen also, for graciously agreeing
to take on many additional responsibilities during this
transition!

Finally, I recently had the great honor of being
invited to visit the Dental School at the National and
Kapodistrian University of Athens, hosted by Nikolaos
Nikitakis, AAOMP fellow and Dean of the Dental
School. Spending the day at the school, I must say I
was very impressed with the structure of their oral and
maxillofacial pathology residency program, the clinical
opportunities available to their residents and the depth
and breadth of knowledge of their residents. In fact,
thanks to the tremendous efforts of Dean Nikitakis and
his colleagues, oral and maxillofacial pathology was just
recognized by the government of Greece as a dental
specialty, one of only a few dental specialties formally
recognized in Greece. Congratulations!

As I highlighted in my last update, Healthy People
2030 (https://health.gov/healthypeople), is a federal
government initiative to identify public health
priorities to help individuals, organizations, and
communities across the United States improve health
and well-being. Working with the Oral Health
Workgroup, led by the CDC, HRSA, Indian Health
Services, NIDCR, Office of Disease Prevention and
Health Promotion and the National Center for Health
Statistics, the AAOMP has agreed to take the lead in
partnership with the Academy of General Dentistry to
co-host a webinars promoting objective 7; increasing
the proportion of oral and pharyngeal cancers detected
at the earliest stage. A special thank you to Mark
Lingen, who has agreed to take the lead organizing and
presenting this webinar, and Ashley Broidy, who will
serve as co-presenter. The final date of the webinar has
not been determined but will likely be in April.

AAOMP FOCUS

As always, if you have any ideas for moving the
AAOMP forward or have any suggestions for improving
our academy, we want to hear from you. Please reach
out to me (pcedward@iu.edu) or Karen Benton with any
feedback or ideas.
I look forward to seeing you all again at our next Annual
meeting in Salt Lake City, UT, June 10-14, 2023!

Respectfully submitted,
Paul C. Edwards
President, AAOMP
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Announcing the AAOMP
Mentorship Program Initiative
We in the AAOMP have long recognized that mentorship is indispensable and highly
valued by all of us. For that reason, and with the endorsement of the Executive Council,
we are pleased and excited to introduce the new AAOMP Mentorship Program as
an initiative beginning in 2022. Dr. Annie McLean is teaming with AAOMP PastPresident Dr. Ellen Eisenberg and Dr. Rajaram Gopalakrishnan, our current Vice
President to create and develop this program. Additional team members include a
"longitudinal section" of the AAOMP community, with emphasis on varying backgrounds
and career stages. To date, we are delighted to welcome the talent, enthusiasm, and
creative energy of Drs. Aditi Bhattacharya, Grayson Cole (resident member), Theodora
Danciu, and Brandon Veremis. But there is always room for more of us to contribute to
this program!
The goal of the program is to foster professional mentoring relationships between and
among interested (predoctoral) dental students, current oral pathology residents, and
experienced junior and senior Diplomates covering the spectrum of oral pathology
practice. We recognize that a wealth of experience and wisdom exists amongst our
Members who work in academic, private practice, and research settings. We believe that
tapping into our own "human resources" will strengthen us as a community and enhance
the AAOMP. Additionally, mentoring will encourage students’ interest in pursuing oral
pathology as a viable and vibrant professional pathway.
Please stay tuned as the program unfolds in 2023. Very soon, we will provide information
describing how you can participate as either a Mentee or Mentor.
Thanks!
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ADEA
received an ADEA Council of Sections Project Pool
Grant for their project entitled “Implementation of a
Patient Handoff Process for Pre- and Post-doctoral
Dental Education.” And at the October 2022 ADEA
Fall Meeting, Drs. Sara Gordon and Joanne Prasad
will discuss integration of sex and gender health
educational tenets into dental curricula as part of the
meeting of the ADEA Section for Academic Affairs.

The Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology Section of the
American Dental Education Association (ADEA)
consists of a supportive, collegial, and collaborative
group of oral and maxillofacial pathologists and
residents interested in learning about the scholarship
of teaching and learning, discussing and sharing
thoughts and ideas on how we can excel as dental
educators, and collaborating on scholarly projects.
Membership is open to all who are interested and
most of our members are fellows of AAOMP. Our
Section also includes non-pathologists with expertise
in the scholarship of teaching and learning and
other members with an interest in our Section. The
only prerequisite to joining our Section is ADEA
membership (https://www.adea.org/ ).

The Section is also excited to announce a new
initiative to provide opportunities for mentoring of
oral and maxillofacial pathologists who are interested
(or currently involved) in an academic career. This
mentorship program aims to provide educational
guidance as well as career guidance for teachers
and trainees of oral pathology/oral diagnosis. These
efforts will help support AAOMP’s strategic goals.

In March of 2022, several AAOMP members
involved in the ADEA OMFP Section presented
an educational session entitled “Empowering
the Student Learner: Faculty Short Talks” at the
2022 ADEA Annual Session in Philadelphia, PA.
During the session, the group presented innovative
techniques utilized in their classroom to motivate the
student learner, using one or more aspects of selfdetermination theory (autonomy, competence, and
relatedness). These included team-based teaching,
spaced repetition, classroom debate, peer assessment,
critical review of online resources, discussion boards,
gamification, and communicating effectively with
students. The talk was well-attended and wellreceived. Some ADEA OMFPS members also
presented posters at the annual session on topics
such as sex and gender health in dental education,
perceived communication gaps between faculty and
administrators, and teaching pathology as part of an
integrated biomedical sciences course.

The current ADEA OMFP Section officers are all
fellows of AAOMP: Rashidah Wiley (Councilor,
California Northstate University College of Dental
Medicine), Junu Ojha (Chair, University of Detroit
Mercy School of Dentistry), Anupama Grandhi
(Chair Elect, Loma Linda University School of
Dentistry School of Dentistry) and Joanne Prasad
(Secretary, University of Pittsburgh School of Dental
Medicine). Dr. Theodora Danciu (University of
Michigan School of Dentistry) is the immediate past
chair of the Section.
The Section holds two formal meetings per year:
one at the ADEA Annual Session and the other at
the AAOMP Annual Meeting. The latter is open
to all AAOMP members and we warmly encourage
those who are interested to join us. Additional virtual
meetings are conducted as needed with the group, in
order to discuss ideas, collaborations, and events of
interest to our Section. Communication with Section
members is mainly via e-mail and by way of the
ADEAConnect community network.

Members of ADEA OMFPS have also published
on various topics related to dental education in
the recent past, including articles on entrustable
professional activities, teledentistry, and spaced
repetition as a learning aid. Also worthy of mention,
Drs. Theodora Danciu and Vidya Ramaswamy of
the University of Michigan School of Dentistry have

AAOMP FOCUS

The next ADEA Annual Session and Exhibition will
take place March 11-14, 2023, in Portland, Oregon.
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The Academy of General Dentistry
(AGD) had their annual meeting in
Orlando, FL the last weekend in July.
Pictured are Dr. Susan Müller who
provided lectures and volunteered
for oral cancer screenings and Dr.
Austin Belknap who volunteered for
oral cancer screenings.

General Dentistry welcomes the submission of original clinical
manuscripts that have not been published in the past and are not
under publication consideration elsewhere. With a readership of
more than 35,000 dentists, General Dentistry seeks to publish technique papers, case reports, literature reviews, and original research
containing insights and information that are applicable to everyday
practice. The journal content mirrors the scope of general dental
practice, covering topics ranging from anesthesiology to dental
materials, esthetics to oral medicine, implants to prosthodontics
and beyond. Comprehensive manuscript submission guidelines,
along with details on our double-blind peer review process, can be
found online, and any questions can be directed to the editorial
staff at general.dentistry@agd.org. To browse Tables of Contents
from recent issues, you can also visit our digital archive.
Ashley Clark
Oral Path Representative on the Advisory Board
for General Dentistry

The American Academy of Oral & Maxillofacial Pathology
newsletter, FOCUS, is published at least three times per year.
Our address:
AAOMP
P.O. Box 539
Winfield, IL 60190

Telephone toll free:
1.888.552.2667
Telephone:
1.630.510.4552

Email:
IN FO@A AO MP.ORG
Web:
A AOM P.ORG

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Twitter:
@AAOMPOfficial
Facebook:
AAOMPOfficial
Instagram:
@AAOMPOfficial
LinkedIn:
American Academy of Oral and
Maxillofacial Pathology
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SAVE THE
DATE!
THIS IS SALT LAKE

Welcome to a place that lies west of your
expectations. Where diverse pastimes, cultures,
and landscapes come together in the modern
mountain hub of the West. The intersection of
open minds and generous spirits. Freethinkers
and adventure seekers. Lovers of art and
culture, nature, and outdoors. They all come
together in Salt Lake.

2023 Annual Meeting
Mariott Downtown at City Creek
Salt Lake City, Ut
June 10-14, 2023

AAOMP FOCUS
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2024 Annual Meeting
Location TBD
April 19-24, 2024
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AAOMP
SPOTLIGHT:

Mike
Rohrer
I grew up in Tecumseh, Michigan, a great small town
about 30 minutes from Ann Arbor. Our family’s
dentists were a pair of young University of Michigan
graduates who were very active in the community’s
life and were highly respected in the area. I decided
to become a dentist during high school, was
valedictorian of my graduating class of 1962 and
was accepted at the University of Michigan, a highly
competitive university. I was extremely intimidated
by all the “brilliant” students from the large, wellrespected academic high schools in Detroit, Chicago
and New York City. I studied and worked as hard as I
could and was rewarded with a Branstrom Freshman
Prize for freshmen ranking in the top 6% of their
class.

commission in a “combat arm” equivalent to a West
Point commission. By that time, I had been accepted
to go to dental school, so I applied for a four-year
Academic Delay of Active Duty. This was when the
U.S. had some military activity in Vietnam, but only
small units, mostly Green Berets. My Academic Delay
was approved and returned to me the second week
of October. The third week of October was the first
division-sized, North Vietnamese attack on U.S. and
South Vietnamese troops – this was WAR. If I had
applied a week later, in the coming ‘Summer of 1966’
I would have been leading a platoon in Vietnam,
not preparing to study gross anatomy, basic technics,
dental anatomy and physiology as a freshman dental
student.

I majored in zoology and one of my clearest memories
of my university days is the afternoon I was in zoology
lab and we heard that President Kennedy had been
shot and killed. Our Teaching Fellow said we could
NOT leave the laboratory until we had finished the
dissection at the conclusion of the all-afternoon lab
session. The military draft was still active at that time.
My father was a Lt. Colonel in the National Guard. I
knew that if I ended up in the military I wanted to be
as high up the chain-of-command as possible to have
the most control over my life as I could, so I enrolled
in ROTC. As a senior, in the Fall of 1965 I was the
Cadet Colonel, Brigade Commander, and would be
a Distinguished Military Graduate. I would receive a

I had met my future wife, Cecilia, at the beginning of
my junior year while working in the kitchen of a large
dormitory on campus. She jokes that our relationship
was cemented because when we ate “staff dinner”
together before the evening meals, she always gave me
her dessert. I had a Lambretta motor scooter during
most of college (this was before the age of wearing
helmets). One winter day when I was taking Cec back
to her dormitory, I turned a corner near the dorm
and ran right into a giant pile of snow, which the
City of Ann Arbor had piled up on a side street. The
scooter stopped instantly – Cec flew over my head
and landed, miraculously unhurt, in this large snow
pile that extended before us. I knew she must really
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during the Vietnam war) so because of my ROTC
experience, our Colonel made me a Clinic Chief. I am
sure this is what kept me from going to Vietnam for
my second year as most dental officers did. I served
my second year as the unit’s crown and bridge officer,
doing prosthodontics full time.

love me because she didn’t dump me immediately.
We “courted” during my junior and senior years
and were married a week after graduation and my
commissioning as a Second Lieutenant in May 1966.
Cec then supported us financially and me emotionally
through dental school. We lived in campus marriedhousing and in the Fall of 1969, the beginning of my
senior year, we could prove she was pregnant, so we
got to move into a one-bedroom apartment after 3
years in an “efficiency”.

After being discharged, I joined a classmate in
practice in Michigan who had gone into practice
immediately after graduation. We had a modern-day,
cutting-edge general practice in a new building with
several physicians and two pediatric dentists. My
partner and I, along with the pedodontists, installed
the first panoramic x-ray machine in the county
outside of a hospital or oral surgery office. During my
third year in practice, I had become quite wearied of
general dentistry. One day while doing a distal filling
on a maxillary molar, I leaned back and thought, “who
were the most intelligent dental faculty members
doing the most interesting dentistry at the University
of Michigan School of Dentistry”? The ORAL
PATHOLOGISTS was the answer that came back to
me.

Throughout dental school I worked at the University
of Michigan Hospital Blood Bank. That’s where
I became good friends with Joe Regezi, who was
two years ahead of me and who became one our
outstanding oral pathologists. I spent the first three
years in the old, 19th century dental school. We
moved into the super modern new building for my
senior year. The university has recently celebrated the
total remodeling of this building after being in this
“old structure” for 53 years. My gosh! What a way to
make a fellow feel OLD!
Following dental graduation in May 1970 I began
active duty in the US Army MEDDAC (Medical
Dental Activity). I was assigned to the US Army
Aviation Center at Fort Rucker, Alabama. My
patients were all aviators and crew, many of whom
had served several tours in combat in Vietnam and
were going back for more combat duty. It was very
emotional to perform or double check a dental
charting, knowing that for many of these young
people that charting would be the only way to
identify their incinerated corpses after a crash of one
of the extremely flammable helicopters. My dental
colleagues were excellent, several becoming life-long
friends. I had exceptional experience in oral surgery
and was given training in several short courses in
crown and bridge prosthodontics at Fort Meade,
Maryland. We were very short of senior dental officers
(so many people wanted to get out when they could

AAOMP FOCUS

I decided to make an appointment to speak to
one of the faculty, which included Chair Donald
Kerr, Dick Courtney, Tom Hanks, Nat Rowe and
Joe Regezi. I met with Dick Courtney; he had left
general practice to specialize in oral path so he was
very understanding. I decided to continue pursuing
this and expected to leave practice in about a year.
Dick got back to me and said that the school had
received fellowship funds which would help me
financially, but they would not be available after just
a couple of weeks and the administration had no
idea if this would ever be available again. Oh, oh,
PRESSURE! I made an appointment to meet with
Don Kerr. He said he remembered me from class 8
years ago, had checked my dental school records and
would interview me. But he said that my wife must
accompany me. At that meeting he welcomed us and
then told me to sit in a chair in a far corner of his
spacious office. He directed my wife to sit in the chair
next to his desk. For the next hour Dr. Kerr never
even looked at me; he only talked to Cec. He asked
her all sorts of questions about me, my personality,
my goals, my work habits, my reasons for wanting
to give up a very successful practice and become a
student again. We had two children and a very nice
home, a house nicer than we might ever live in again
as an academic. Don had years of experience and no
doubt had run into people who thought they wanted
to go back to school but would change their minds
before completing the intense and exhausting three-
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The research and thesis and subsequent scientific
papers went well. Certainly, worth the cost of a
student football ticket for my friend.

year program. At the end of Cec’s interview, without
even looking at me or acknowledging my presence,
Don Kerr, one of the founders of the specialty of Oral
Pathology, said to my wife, “All right, I’ll take him.”

When I finished my grad program/residency I had
five job offers. Steve Young, who had finished oral
path at Michigan 2 years before me but had stayed a
year to finish up research with Nat Rowe, had taken a
position at the University of Oklahoma, a brand-new
school whose founding dean was the former Assoc.
Dean at Michigan, Bill Brown. Tom Glass was chair.
Steve said it was fantastic, we could do whatever we
thought was the best way to teach clinical and didactic
oral path, and the biopsy service was growing fast.
So, I took the job over Cec’s objections to moving to
Oklahoma. I promised her we’d only stay two years.
I became Associate Dean after eight years at OU.
Steve and I won Best Faculty awards numerous times
and I became the dental school’s first Presidential
Professor. Steve recently finished a nearly 20-year
term as dean. One year I was recognized as the
Faculty Volunteer of the Year for the entire university.
A student and I secured six patents for the university
in the field of sterilization by microwaves. I spent two
sabbatical leaves with Prof. Dr. Dr. Karl Donath at the
University of Hamburg, Germany. Karl taught me his
unique hard/soft tissue sectioning technique. I then
introduced it to the Americas. This technique was the
basis of my research for the rest of my career. Twentytwo years after moving to Oklahoma, I retired from
OU and went to the University of Minnesota; my
wife rarely believes anything I say.

We’ve all been through the oral path residency
program. Some of them, including Michigan’s,
required a master’s degree program with a research
component and a thesis presented for approval to
the Graduate School of the university. This led to
what was probably the most interesting part of my
program. Because of the UM’s pioneering research/
treatment in radiation treatment for cancer, in which
Don Kerr had become involved with head and neck
cancer, I wanted to do research on jawbone injury/
repair related to radiation therapy. Rats would be
interesting but probably not relevant to humans.
Primates would obviously be best. But how would an
oral path grad student get a few primates? They were
so expensive. Also, there had just been blockages for
academics obtaining primates for research purposes. I
had a friend I’d met at the beginning of dental school
whose wife had taught at the same school as my wife.
He ran the primate research group at the Parke-Davis
pharmaceutical company’s research center, which was
in Ann Arbor. I had taken him to a Michigan football
game and while we were waiting for the kickoff, being
a good grad student, I was thinking of my research
rather than the impending battle on the gridiron.
Assuming I was being facetious, I turned to him and
said, “Steve, you don’t have any extra monkeys I could
have for my research project, do you?” Steve turned to
me, paused a couple of seconds, and responded, “Yeah,
but probably only about 15 or 16.” My head just about
exploded! “What? Are you kidding me? How is this
possible?”

So, Minnesota Oral Path/Bob Gorlin – can they be
separated? No. What a guy. The only true GENIUS
I’ve ever known. Bob was a full professor, not adjunct
but regular full professor in five or maybe it was
seven different departments in the Medical School.
They all loved him and were proud he was in their
department. When we needed to interact with faculty
in the Medical School, they treated us as first-class,
outstanding faculty because they knew we were
colleagues of THE Dr. Gorlin. Bob simply knew
everything about everything. He wanted others to
know also; he never looked down on people who
were not as intelligent as he (that is, the rest of us).
I set up monthly noon seminars in a large medical
center auditorium so he could tell us about the role of
women in Greek mythology, the top early scientists
in the Middle Ages, tattoos, the psychology of
autocratic rulers over the centuries, the art and science
of comedy, and many other subjects he would make
interesting and funny. He packed the auditorium.
Bob was caught in that short period of time when

Steve said he had a large group of female monkeys
who were too old to continue in the Parke-Davis
pregnancy drug research and he did not know what
to do with them. With some official paperwork and
proof of good care during research, he could deliver
them to me – for free. I quickly found the medical
school researcher who had the largest group of
primates under research. I was immediately the richest
person on campus. I believe the definition of wealth
is having a lot of what other people want. I only
needed eight monkeys; I had a significant amount
of a virtually inaccessible commodity. This researcher
had recently lost four monkeys due to a research tech’s
error. He told me that if I gave him four monkeys, his
staff would feed, care for, provide medical care and be
the surgical team for ALL my research activities. This
was as good as a multi-million-dollar research grant!
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the terms of service, I was fortunate to serve an extra
two years added to the usual four-year term. What an
experience!

universities could force faculty to retire at 70. He
just kept working without pay and travelling around
the world giving lectures. Many places where he was
giving lectures had to scramble to find a carousel
projector because Bob refused to turn his unbelievable
slide collection into electrons. Just a few days before
he died, I found him in his office loading slides into
the carousel for a lecture in another state. His wife,
Marilyn, was in the office with him. I asked how he
was doing, and he said that he didn’t know if he would
make it to give the lecture, but he had said he was
coming so he’d give it his best try. He didn’t make it.

How am I filling my time without oral path? I have
been a woodworker, building furniture since I was
in the army. For a time while I was in Oklahoma
I got involved in sculpture. After moving to
Minnesota, I slowly migrated from furniture making
to woodturning. I am in my sixth year of producing
the monthly Minnesota Woodturners Association
newsletter (I did 54 weekly newsletters during the
midst of Covid). I spend 20-30 hours a month on the
newsletter and as much time as possible at the lathe.
Thanks to numerous physicians and surgeons I am
still able to be relatively active. When the weather
is not too cold, I try to ride my bike most every
day on a beautiful 12-mile route past Minnehaha
Falls and around Lakes Nokomis and Hiawatha. I
have always enjoyed singing; I am a member of the
Minneapolis SouthSide Singers, an over-55 choir. I’m
even singing solos. Our daughter (chair of the science
department, Roosevelt H.S.) and family moved to our
neighborhood from Seattle almost 20 years ago. Our
son (professor of poetry at N.Y.U) and family live in
Brooklyn, NY. Three grandsons are in college and our
granddaughter goes to Brooklyn Tech H.S.

I was able to build on the legacy of the previous
oral pathologists at Minnesota. I inherited a young
pathologist, John Koutlas and soon hired a newly
minted oral pathologist/PhD, Raj Gopalakrishnan.
You can’t do better than that. I retired in 2017 at the
age of 73. My research lab I brought from OU is still
running with extremely little help from me, being
directed by the man I brought with me when I moved
to Minnesota.
What about oral pathologists and their organizations?
Absolutely top notch in the fields of dentistry and
medicine, in the U.S. and internationally. I was
privileged to be chosen by members of the AAOMP
to serve as their president. I was also honored by
board certified oral pathologists to serve on the
ABOMP for seven years, acting as president the
last year. I am very honored to have been elected by
North American oral pathologists to serve on the
Board of Directors of the IAOP. Interacting with
outstanding oral pathologists from around the world
was a dream come true. Because of a restructuring of

AAOMP FOCUS

Looking back over my life, did I make the right
decision to leave general practice and become an oral
pathologist? I can’t imagine my life any other way. My
legacy in oral pathology goes back to its founding:
Don Kerr was the last surviving founder – I was Don’s
last grad student/resident.
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KUDOS! KUDOS! KUDOS!
Saja Alramadhan
Saja A Alramadhan, B.D.S., joined the UF College of Dentistry on September 1 as
a visiting clinical assistant professor in the Department of Oral and Maxillofacial
Diagnostic Sciences, Division of Oral & Maxillofacial Pathology. Dr. Alramadhan
is teaching both pre-doctoral and graduate dental students in didactic courses, and
is serving as a mentor for Oral Pathology residents. She is involved in clinical services via the large multi-state biopsy service as well as delivering patient care in UF
Health Dentistry’s Oral Medicine Practice in Gainesville.
Dr. Alramadhan started her education at the Jordan University of Science and Technology in Irbid, Jordan, earning her bachelor’s of dental surgery degree. Following her initial education in Jordan, Dr. Alramadhan joined
the Periodontology Continuing Education Internship Program for one year at the University of Florida College
of Dentistry and on completion she started her three-year residency training in Oral & Maxillofacial Pathology.
Dr. Alramadhan immediately got Board certified. She continued her pursuit for excellence and started her oneyear Fellowship at the UFCD Oral pathology Division. Dr. Alramadhan is an avid scholar and prolific scientific
writer. She has over 20 publications both peer and non-peer reviewed and 12 presentations on various topics.
She has a coveted book chapter to her credit and several articles and book chapter in progress. She has several
contributions to the very popular FDA Today Diagnostic Discussion and the North American Society of Head
and Neck Pathology case review. She serves the education committee, a six-year term of the American Academy
of Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology.
She’s a member of Saudi Dental Association, the ADA and the AAOMP. She is a Fellow by examination of the
AAOMP and a Diplomate of the American Board of Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology.

Marco Magalhaes
Marco Magalhaes has been granted tenure and promoted to associate professor. He is
also the new program director of the Oral Medicine and Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology program at the University of Toronto.

Caroline Bissonnette
As of August 1st, I (OSU Alum 2020) joined Gisele (OSU Alum 2013) as assistant professor at the University of Montreal. Gisele is associate professor and chief of service for
the diagnosis and emergency clinics at the University of Montreal.
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Elizabeth Andrews
Western University of Health Sciences has selected
Elizabeth Andrews, DDS, MS, as Dean of the College of
Dental Medicine (CDM), effective Aug. 15, 2022.
Dr. Andrews joined the CDM faculty in 2008 as an
assistant professor, shortly after the College’s founding.
CDM’s inaugural class started in fall 2009. She was promoted in 2011 to Associate Dean of Academic Affairs and
she became an Associate Professor with tenure in 2018.
Andrews earned her bachelor’s degree in biology in 1992 from Cal State Northridge and her Doctor of Dental
Surgery (DDS) degree from the University of the Pacific School of Dentistry in 1995. She practiced general
dentistry for 10 years in Merced, Calif. and then completed her specialty training and master’s degree in Oral &
Maxillofacial Pathology at the University of North Carolina School of Dentistry.
“Dr. Andrews brings a wealth of institutional knowledge, specialty training and real-world experience to her new
role as dean,” said WesternU Interim Provost and Chief Academic Officer Paula M. Crone, DO ’92. “Her work
ethic, integrity, and commitment to our students, to the dental medicine profession, and to our communities
demonstrate the qualities of inspirational leadership with a commitment to science and humanistic principles of
patient-centered care. We look forward what the future holds for CDM under her leadership.

GOOD
!
S
E
M
I
T

OSU Alums Gisele
Mainville (red shirt)
and Caroline Bissonnette (black shirt),
doing the “O-H-I-O”.

John Kacher’s daughter, Madeline,
performs with the Color Guard in
the nationally recognized Woodlands High School Marching Band.

AAOMP FOCUS

Leticia Ferreira's kids,
Daniel and Olivia,
enjoying Summer Fun!
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Time for some fun! These games will be fun and will
keep your brain young!
Word Play
These are word “riddles.” For most of them, if you read the question very carefully, the answer
should come easily.
1. What part of the newspaper do angry people like the best?
2. If yesterday had been Wednesday’s tomorrow, and tomorrow is Sunday’s yesterday, what day
would today be?
3. What asks no questions but gets lots of answers?
4. This is the only type of cheese that is made backward. What kind is it?
5. What seven-letter word becomes longer when the third letter is removed?
6. Besides living and breathing, what is everyone doing at the same time?

Rhyming Words and Phrases
All the answers in this word definition game have
two-syllable or two-word answers that rhyme.
1. A magician's phrase.
2. 8:00 pm to 10:00 am on television.
3. A compendium of recipes.
4. A minor car accident.
5. The exodus of an intellectual elite.
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Run the Alphabet — Fruits and Veggies
Can you come up with the name of at least one fruit or vegetable for every letter of the alphabet? For an extra brain boost, see how many you can name in two minutes.

Follow the Rules
How well do you follow the rules? If you follow each instruction carefully, you will find out the
answer to the proverbial question: “What do women want?”
1. With no spaces between words, write down the phrase:
WHAT DO WOMAN WANT
2. Remove the E and place it at the end.
3. If F is a Roman numeral, put an F in the eleventh position. If
F is not a Roman numeral, put an L in the eleventh position.
4. Replace the second W with two C’s
5. Swap the first and the eighth letters.
6. If Maryland was one of the original U.S. colonies, remove the
letters MD. If not, remove the first N and the first O.
7. Remove the third and fourth letters.
8. Remove all N’s and W’s.

AAOMP FOCUS
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DID YOU KNOW?
The Most Frequently Cited Scientists in the Maxillofacial
Diagnostic Fields
Jerry Bouquot, Emeritus Professor & Past Chair, Department of Diagnostic & Biomedical Sciences,
University of Texas School of Dentistry, Houston, Texas; Jerry.Bouquot@uth.tmc.edu

Seventy Oral & Maxillofacial Pathologists, Oral
Medicine specialists and H&N Pathologists have
been included in a listing of the top 2% most
cited scientists in the world. This 2021 listing,
created by Stanford University, used digital data
available thru 2020, from the ~10,000,000 known
scientists in the world today; it includes many
who have died within the last 2 decades as well.
The listing is an Excel file and includes just over
186,000 scientists from all fields of research,
not just dentistry or maxillofacial researchers.
Self-citations are not included in the numbers.

the BouquotToGo Dropbox and is 75M in size, so
it must be downloaded to view:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/5haj5nomwj4p9y5/
MostCitedScientists_FromStanfordUniv_2021.
xlsx?dl=0
This is, by far, the most comprehensive listing
from the cited scientific literature, and is an
update of one published by Stanford University
several years ago. It is interesting, in our world
of “influencers,” to see who is on the list, but
keep in mind that influence derives from much
more than literature citations. Some of the most
influential scientists in the world had very few
“followers” because they worked in such esoteric,
even futuristic fields. Influence also arises from
teaching, meeting presentations, textbooks and
administrative work with scientific groups or
institutions. All that being said, it seems obvious
to the present author that, as a group, Maxillofacial Diagnostic workers seem to be making quite
a significant contribution to both education and
research, in both dentistry and medicine, whether
on the list or not.

In this list, a numerical rank of 1 refers to the
most often cited scientist in the world (none of
the Maxillofacial Diagnosticians made it into
the top 3,000, but Crispian Scully, of London,
got close). The listed country for each individual
is the last country they worked in; several were
born and worked in one or more other countries
prior to their last move. It is difficult to determine, but it appears than only ~1,400 of the top
2% of cited authors are affiliated with dental
schools. Here is a link to the Excel file of the
entire group of worldwide cited scientists; it’s in
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Following is a table of the Maxillofacial Diagnosticians, in alphabetical order, on the list of the top 2%
most cited scientists in the world (some have a numerical listing above 186,000; the reason for this is
unknown):

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Name of Cited Scientist
Allen, Carl
Atkinson, Jane
Benoliel, Rafael
Bishop, Justin*
Bouquot, Jerry
Brannon, Robert
Buchner, Amos
Cawson, Rodrick
Chainani-Wu, Nita
Challacombe, Stephen
Dworkin, Samuel
Elad, Sharon
Eliav, Eli
Ellis, Gary
Epstein, Joel
Eversole, L. Roy
Farah, Camile
Ferlito, Alfio *
Flaitz, Catherine
Fox, Philip
Gardner, David
Glick, Michael
Gnepp, Douglas *
Gorlin, Robert
Greenberg, Martin
Greenspan, Deborah *
Greenspan, John
Grushka, Miriam
Johnson, Newell
Jordan, Richard
Lalla, Rajesh
Lehner, Thomas
Lingen, Mark
Little, James
Lockhart, Peter

# Rank, in
top ~186,000,
Worldwide
181,720
167,130
160,664
44,784
119,428
101,652
53,392
194,984
186,336
43,579
17,087
197,243
232,492
97,032
8,510
37,572
146,653
12,865
80,377
26,902
54,217
98,541
38,680
9,307
214,446
57,396
57,151
139,779
23,413
101,071
148,865
20,767
58,920
192,841
42,188

% Rank
Amongst
~10M Scientists
1.82%
1.67%
1.61%
0.45%
1.19%
1.02%
0.53%
1.95%
1.86%
0.44%
0.17%
1.97%
2.33%
0.97%
0.90%
0.38%
1.47%
0.13%
0.80%
0.27%
0.54%
0.99%
0.39%
0.93%
2.14%
0.57%
0.57%
1.40%
0.23%
0.10%
1.49%
0.03%
0.59%
1.93%
0.42%

Country of
Major Activities
USA
USA
Israel
USA
USA
USA
Israel
England
USA
England
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Australia
Italy
USA
Italy
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Australia
USA
USA
England
USA
USA
USA
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36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

Name of Cited Scientist
Lozada-Nur, Francina
Ludlow, John
Miller, Craig
Muller, Susan
Navazesh, Mahvash
Neville, Brad
Okeson, Jeffrey *
Pindborg, Jens
Polverini, Peter
Rodu, Brad
Redman, Robert
Rhodus, Nelson
Sciubba, James
Scully, Crispian
Shear, Mervin
Shiboski, Caroline
Ship, Jonathan
Silverman, Sol
Sklar, Gerald
Slootweg, Pieter *
Sonis, Steve
Speight, Paul
Streckfus, Charles
Takata, Takashi
Thompson, Lester *
Truelove, Edmond
Van Der Waal
Waldron, Charles
Warnakulasuriya, S
Wenig, Bruce *
Witkop, Carl
Wong, David
Woo, Sook-Bin
Wright, John
Zadik, Yehuda

# Rank, in
top ~186,000,
Worldwide
203,284
105,375
87,225
109,871
79,736
184,115
79,125
33,258
22,980
131,339
187,064
95,395
57,882
3,048
81,884
165,639
26,518
26,721
83,858
27,442
6,368
34,075
181, 312
122,340
13,380
160,333
12,362
82,010
5,544
32,728
63,250
4,841
102,296
195,088
172,704

% Rank
Amongst
~10M Scientists
2.03%
1.05%
0.87%
1.10%
0.80%
1.84%
0.79%
0.33%
0.23%
1.31%
1.87%
0.95%
0.58%
0.03%
0.82%
1.66%
0.27%
0.27%
0.84%
0.27%
0.64%
0.34%
1.81%
1.22%
0.13%
1.60%
0.13%
0.82%
0.06%
0.33%
0.63%
0.05%
1.02%
1.95%
1.73%

Country of
Major Activities
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Denmark
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
England
South Africa
USA
USA
USA
USA
Netherlands
USA
England
USA
Japan
USA
USA
Netherlands
USA
England
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Israel

* not trained in OMP or OM, but active in those fields (many are H&N pathologists with MD degrees)
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50th

Happy
Anniversary to a Wonderful
and Still Fresh WESTOP
a time when oral pathologists were typically
seeing few patients in person and so had very few
good clinical teaching examples. The exchanged
clinical photos, it turned out, were often such
excellent teaching examples that the organization
eventually started calling them (tongue-in-cheek)
“Legendary WESTOP Cases.” Until recently,
meetings started on Sunday and ended Tuesday
at noon, and so took more time from work than
ESTOP meetings. That, and the long distances
involved, led to the number of participants being
a third to half of those in ESTOP meetings.
From the very beginning, WESTOP followed all
the same logic and traditions as ESTOP, primarily
designed by Dr. Martin Lunin (University of
Maryland) to counter the highly competitive and
less “sharing” atmosphere of the larger AAOMP
meetings. Both organizations followed the
unwritten “Marty Lunin rules:”

50 years ago, in 1972, Drs. Alan Leider and Roy
Eversole (both from San Francisco), organized
a short Fall meeting for oral pathologists
practicing/teaching in the western US states. It
was modeled after the 5-year-old ESTOP (Eastern
Society of Teachers of Oral Pathology) and took
on a variant of the ESTOP name: the Western
Society of Teachers of Oral Pathology. At that
time, airfare was too expensive for western oral
pathologists to attend a weekend ESTOP meeting
in Baltimore, Maryland, but the West had so many
mountain and beach resorts that it was thought
that a WESTOP meeting in one of them would
attract participants. It worked…very well. Most
meetings, in fact, had participants not just from
all over the western US, but from the Eastern US
and from one or more foreign countries, as far
away as the Middle East and Asia.

1. There will be NO constitution or by-laws.
2. The President for a year is whoever organizes
the next meeting.
3. Old participants MUST talk to young ones.
4. Everyone MUST be friendly to one another.
5. No one could attend a meeting without
bringing enough copies of good quality
clinical cases, plus histories (sometimes
photomicrographs), TO BE SHARED with all
others at the meeting.
6. Distributed cases could be used by any
member for their own teaching any way they
wished (but not for publication) without
asking permission.

WESTOP became a friendly source of continuing
education and, significantly, the exchange
of high-quality clinical teaching photos (in
Kodachrome format until 2003). This was at

These two organizations changed the face of oral
pathology and are, I believe, largely responsible
for the present-day open and inclusive, even
friendly, environment of the modern AAOMP

AAOMP FOCUS
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meetings, as well as the much more frequent
I did not attend WESTOP meetings until
clinical evaluations of “real” patients performed
2004, when I moved from West Virginia to the
by most oral pathologists today. AAOMP is
University of Texas, Houston. I was already
such a different organization than the one I
well used to ESTOP (President in 1979), so was
first joined in 1971 that it is almost hard for me
pleased to see the same atmosphere in WESTOP.
to believe. To provide a cogent example of the
By 2008 I was also President of WESTOP and
AAOMP meeting atmosphere then: just before
remained for many years thereafter as the
my mentor, Dr. Robert Gorlin (University
Secretary/Treasurer…the person who organized
the meetings once the new President had picked
of Minnesota) brought me into the Opening
Reception my first year, he took me aside and
a site. Dr. Darren Cox (University of the Pacific)
told me “I am about to introduce you to some of
replaced me after his Presidency, 8 or 9 years
the most brilliant assholes I’ve ever meet.” He
ago, and has done a terrific job since. I can’t speak
was right, competition was so much stronger
for earlier meetings, but since 2003, WESTOP
back then, no one shared teaching material and
participants have shared more than 936 Power
older oral pathologists almost never spoke to
Point cases, covering almost all aspects of oral
newly trained ones. That is not to say the AAOMP disease. Many or most of these long ago became
meetings were not excellent, because they were.
standard teaching material in our dental schools,
They provided wonderful and much needed
and I have converted all of them to the PP casescientific, medical, and histopathologic diagnosis
based learning format of my Maxillofacial Center;
information, and the competition helped to hone
they have all been, and remain, available via
us all into becoming much better microscopic
Dropbox to any and all WESTOP participants.
diagnosticians, able to compete in the world of
medical pathology.
Below is a photo of many of the participants in the
recent 2021 WESTOP meeting:

Back row: Ali Pourian, Parish Sedghizadeh, Bruno Jham, Rashida Wiley, Jerry Bouquot, Darren Cox, Hardeep
Chehal, Allison Lee, Lynn Solomon, Lee Slater, Duane Schafer, Russ Christensen
Front row: Audrey Boros, John Hellstein, Nagamani Narayana, Anu Grandhi, Madhu Shrestha, Liz Andrews, Li
Ying Lin, Sarah Franklin, Laurel Henderson
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I’d like to mention one final WESTOP contribution. Starting in 2010, the organization has given
an award to one or more oral pathologists, not necessarily members, for “outstanding lifetime
achievement and innovation in the diagnostic sciences through research, service and educational
efforts.” In keeping with WESTOP’s casual character, these awardees are usually referred to as
“Western Wizards of Odd.” Recipients are listed below:
Name of Wizard

Affiliation/Institution

Year Awarded

Vigneswaran, Nadarajah

University of Texas, Houston, Texas

2010

Ellis, Gary

University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah

2011

Melrose, Ray

Oral Pathology Associates, Los Angeles, California

2011

Rick, Gordon

Scripps Oral Pathology, La Jolla, California

2011

Bernstein, Mark

University of Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky

2011

Bouquot, Jerry

University of Texas, Houston, Texas

2011

Kessler, Harvey

Baylor College of Dentistry, Dallas, Texas

2012

Warnock, Gary

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland

2012

Leider, Alan

University of the Pacific, San Francisco, California

2013

Eversole, Roy

University of the Pacific, San Francisco, California

2013

Silverman, Bud (Sol)

UCSF, San Francisco, California

2013

Carpenter, Bill

University of the Pacific, San Francisco, California

2014

Kratochvil, Jim

University of Oregon, Portland, Oregon

2014

Sedano, Heddie

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota

2016

Hellstein, John

University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa

2019

Slater, Lee

Scripps Oral Pathology, La Jolla, California

2021

Schafer, Duane

Virginia Commonwealth University

2022

AAOMP FOCUS
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EMERITUS FELLOWS
& LIFE MEMBERS
We would like to acknowledge our Emeritus Fellows and Life Members. We want you to know that you are a vital
part of the AAOMP. We hope to hear from you, let us know what you’re up to. Sends pictures! We want to keep
up with you — update your member profile with any changes to your contact information.
And every once in a while, join us at an Annual Meeting, if at all possible! We’d love to see you!

EMERITUS FELLOWS
Albert M. Abrams
Robert J. Achterberg
Gary W. Allen
Billy N. Appel
Douglas M. Aprendt
Paul L. Auclair
Bruce F. Barker
Ronald A. Baughman
George G. Blozis
Beth I. Boguslaw
Carole V. Brenneise
Amos Buchner
Steve D. Budnick
James C. Burns
William M. Carpenter
Ronald F. Carr
Edmund F. Cataldo
Gus Cavalaris
Jucheng Chen
Sow-Yeh Chen
Deborah B. Cleveland
Bobby M. Collins, II
Robert M. Craig
Richard Crinzi
Dan J. Crocker
Paul R. Cuenin
Susan K. Dahlberg-Kolar
Gayle W. DeBoom
Col. Paul A. Edwards
Samir K. El-Mofty
Gary L. Ellis
Richard P. Elzay
Stuart L. Fischman
George T. Gallagher
David G. Gardner
R. Tom Glass
Lionel Gold
Robert K. Goode
T. L. Green
J. Michael Hall

Janice P. Handlers
Stephen J. Hess
John L. Hicks
Stanley A. Hirsch
Robert M. Howell
Robin Howell
Michael A. Kahn
Francis J. Kendrick
Harvey P. Kessler
Ordie H. King Jr.
Brent M. Koudelka
David J. Krutchkoff
Nelson D. Large
Alan S. Leider
James W. Little
Harry Lumerman
R. Keith McDaniel
John S. McDonald
J. Perry McGinnis
Arthur S. Miller
Richard L. Miller
Thomas H. Morton, Jr.
Thomas A. Mounsdon
Joseph R. Natiella
John F. Nelson
Walter A. Orlowski
Samuel A. Passo
Gordon A. Pringle
Gordon M. Rick
Brad Rodu
Michael D. Rohrer
Nathaniel H. Rowe
William R. Sabes
Helen R. Santis
J. Philip Sapp
Gerald Shklar
Brion C. Smith
Dennis Solt
Stanley M. Steinerman
John A. Svirsky

DDS, MS
DDS, MS
DMD, MS
DDS
DDS, MS
DMD, MS
DDS
DDS, MSD
DDS, SM
DMD
DDS, MS
DMD, MSD
DDS
DDS, MSEd, P
DDS, MS
DDS
DDS, MS
DDS, PhD
DDS, MS, PhD
DMD, PhD
DDS
DDS, MS
DDS
DDS, MS, PS
DDS
DDS
DDS
DDS
DMD, PhD
DMD, MSD, PhD
DDS
DDS
DMD
DMD, DMSc
DDS, MSD
DDS, PhD
DDS
DMD, FICD
DMD
DDS
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DDS
DDS
DDS
DDS, MS
DDS
DDS
DDS
DDS, PhD
DDS, MS
DDS, PhD
DDS, MS
DDS
DDS
DDS, MA
DMD, MS
DDS
DDS, MS
DDS, MS
DDS, MS
DMD
DDS, PhD
DDS, MSD
DDS
DDS
DDS, Med
DDS
DDS, MS
DDS, PhD
DDS, MS
DDS
DDS, MS
DDS, MSD
DDS, MSD
DMD
DDS, MS
DDS
DDS
DMD, PhD
DDS
DDS, MEd
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Charles E. Tomich
Bela B. Toth
Steven D. Vincent
Gary R. Warnock
Dwight Weathers
John T. Werning
William B. Wescott
Dean K. White
J. Craig Whitt
Stephen B. Williams
LeGrand H. Woolley
George P. Wysocki
Col. Robert C. Zalme
Theodore Zislis

DDS, MSD
MS, DDS
DDS, MS
DDS, MS
DDS, MSD
DDS, MS
DMD, MS
DDS
DDS, MS, MBA
DDS
DDS, MS
DDS, PhD
DDS
DDS, MS

LIFE MEMBERS
R. Mario Abellera
Johann Beck-Mannagetta
Norbert J. Burzynski
Jaeo Cho
James F. Colburn
James F. Drummond
Robert L. Ewbank
Giuseppe Ficarra
Manuel J. Freeman
Robert A. Goldman
John S. Greenspan
Noel P. Hayden
Murray W. Hill
Robert J. Jamsky
Lowell T. Johnson

MD
MD, DDS, PhD
DDS, MS
DDS,MSD,PhD
DDS
DDS, PhD
DDS
DDS, MS
AB, DMD, DSc
DDS
DDS, MSc, PhD, FFOP (RCPA)
DDS
DDS

Stanley L. Kogon
Leo Korchin
Sidney R. Kupfer
Raymond Lacy, II
James H.P. Main
Louis Mandel
George W. Oatis, Jr.
Albert Pearlman
Charles M. Reeve
M. William Rose
Donald B. Smith
Charles R. Todd
Richard C. Weiss
David Wong

A SHOUT OUT TO THE HONORARY FELLOWS!
Douglas R. Gnepp
Karen Benton
Clarita Scioscia
Janet Svazas

If there is a name on the list of a member who is no longer with us,
please let us know so that we can update our records.

AAOMP FOCUS
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DDS
DDS, MS
DDS
DDS
BDS, PhD
DDS
DDS
DMD
DDS
DDS
DDS
DMD, MD, DMSc
DMD, MSD
DMD, DMSc
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SAVVY
SPOUSES
Kristy and Lee Slater trip to the Oregon coast

A highlight of our family vacation this year
was a cave kayaking trip in Kentucky's Red
River Gorge.

23

Craig and Jenny Fowler
Family Vacation
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The family has two new additions. Our
daughter's family has a new dog, Lefty. And
our son's family (who lives on a farm) has a
young miniature longhorn bull named Cash
(as in Johnny Cash).

Jenny loves her golf, winning
first place in a tournament. She
is holding her crescent shaped
trophy.

Craig continues to fish

A picture Jenny took while visiting
a shop in Berea, KY. Look closely
and you can see Oscar the cat. The
display was crafted so he would
have a place to sit.

AAOMP FOCUS
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Legislation supported by AAOMP
HR 8800 Coalition Letter Supporting Medicare Providers Act of 2022
September 30, 2022
Link: https://aaomp.org/hr-8800-coalition-letter-supporting-medicare-providers-act-of-2022/
Letter to Congress in Opposition of Medicare Cuts in 2023
July 27, 2022
Link: https://aaomp.org/letter-to-congress-in-opposition-of-medicare-cutsin-2023/
ODC Letter to House Committee on Education and Labor regarding
various student loan reform bills July 19, 2022
July 19, 2022
Link: https://aaomp.org/odc-letter-to-house-committee-on-education-andlabor-regarding-various-student-loan-reform-bills-july-19-2022/
REDI Act Letter to Senate and House Committees On Education and
Labor, July 15, 2022
July 15, 2022
Link: https://aaomp.org/redi-act-letter-to-senate-and-house-committeeson-education-and-labor-july-15-2022/
US Public Health Service July 2022 Newsletter #63
July 1, 2022
Link: https://aaomp.org/us-public-health-service-july-2022-newsletter-63/
Letter to House of Representatives urging deletion of provisions that
would weaken FDA’s authority over tobacco products in FY 2023
Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and
Related Agencies Appropriations bill
June 14, 2022
Link: https://aaomp.org/letter-to-house-of-representatives-urging-deletion-of-provisions-that-would-weaken-fdas-authority-over-tobacco-products-in-fy-2023-agriculture-rural-development-food-and-drug-administration-and-r/
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TIME FOR FUN ANSWERS
Word Play Answers
1. The crossword puzzle
2. Friday
3. A telephone
4. Edam
5. Lounger
6. Growing older
Rhyming Words and Phrases Answers
1. Hocus Pocus or Abracadabra
2. Prime Time
3. Cookbook
4. Fenderbender
5. Brain drain
Follow the Rules Answers
1. WHATDOWOMENWANT
2. WHATDOWOM_NWANTE
3. WHATDOWOMNLWANTE
4. WHATDO_CCOMNLWANTE
5. CHATDOCWOMNLWANTE
6. CHAT_OCWO_NLWANTE
7. CH__OCWONLWANTE
8. CHOC_O_L_A_TE
(WHAT DO WOMEN WANT) CHOCOLATE
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Executive
Council
Paul C. Edwards, MSc, DDS, FDCD(C), MBA
President
Indiana University School of Dentistry

Rajaram Gopalakrishnan, BDS, PhD
President-Elect
University of Minnesota

Kurt F. Summersgill
Vice President
University of Pittsburg School of Dentistry

Darren P. Cox, DDS, MBA
Secretary/Treasurer
University of the Pacific School of Dentistry

Faizan Alawi, DDS
Editor
University of Pennsylvania
Department of Pathology, School of Dental Medicine

Elizabeth Ann Bilodeau, DMD, MD, MSEd
Director of Education
University of Pittsburgh School of Dental Medicine

Donald M. Cohen, DMD, MS, MBA
Past President
University of Florida, College of Dentistry
Department of Oral & Maxillofacial Diagnostic Science
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Hardeep K. Chehal, DDS
Councilor
Creighton University, School of Dentistry

Denise A. Trochesset, DDS
Councilor
New York University School of Dentistry

Theodora Danciu, DMD, MCSc
Councilor
University of Michigan School of Dentistry

Easwar Natajaran, BDS, DMSc
Councilor
University of Connecticut Health Center

Nisha J. D'Silva
Councilor
University of Michigan

Mark Lerman
Councilor
Tufts University

Duane Schafer, DDS
ABOMP Board Liaison
VCU School of Dentistry
AAOMP

P.O. Box 539, Winfield, IL 60190
Toll free tel: 888-552-2667 Tel: 630-510-4552
Email: info@aaomp.org
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